Jewish Feminist TheologiComics:

"The Star Sapphire" (1975) by Sharon Rudahl
&

The Book of Sarah (2019) Sarah Lightman

Why do Jewish women comics artists incorporate biblical narratives and images in their autobiographical works? In this class Sarah Lightman will provide a guided reading of Sharon Rudahl’s four-page comic “The Star Sapphire”, and pages from my own graphic novel, "The Book of Sarah", as we learn how comics can highlight and challenge androcentric biblical references, narratives and images, and revise the representation of the female body.

Guest Instructor:

Sarah Lightman

Artist, Writer, and Honorary Research Fellow at Birkbeck, University of London

Tuesday, November 17, 2020
9:30-10:50 AM

Online course:

JUDC/RELG/WGS 3028
Women in the Bible

To register and receive webex link contact:
Sokoni Hughes at hughesk7@ucmail.uc.edu